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SPRING NEWSLETTER
UMASS Amherst Smart Woman Securities Chapter

A Semester of Development
This Spring was our second semester as an official Smart Woman
Securities Chapter, and our first semester launching our Spring
Research Teams. After a successful launch of our Stock Pitch Seminar
Series in the Fall, analysts were able to continue their growth and
development through our Spring Research Teams. This semester our
Spring Research Teams focused on cultivating technical acumen and
reinforcing fundamental research skills among our junior analysts.
We remain focused on growing our membership base across Umass
and the five-college consortium, as well as providing our analysts with
the support and opportunities to grow and develop as the next
generation of business leaders. With gracious support from faculty
and alumni, Smart Woman Securities-UMass is continuing to break
the norms of finance through education, empowerment, and financial
influence.
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A Look Back at the Semester
Spring Research Teams
After a successful 10-week Stock Pitch Seminar series last semester, we have
transitioned to Spring Research teams, with part of the process being completed
virtually. The curriculum last semester taught the basics of personal finance, finding
and researching equities, qualitative analysis, financial statement analysis, and coming
to an investment recommendation. This semester, our members were able to build off
these fundamental skills, while integrating valuation methods, financial metrics, and
in-depth qualitative analysis into their investment thesis. Through this process, our
members
work in collaborative teams and become industry experts in
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their respective sectors. This spring, our research teams were able to explore the
entire investment process, from industry analysis, company screening, valuation, and
thesis creation. Spring Research team analysts were able to gain valuable insight into
industry and company specific research, utilize Bloomberg terminals as well as
cultivate presentation and communication skills.
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Spring Research Teams
Congratulations to our Spring 2020 Research Team Participants!
Victoria Dresja '23
Annalisa Eramo '23
Christina Fuentes '23
Bergan Licht '23
Carol Liu '23
Veda Nagaraja '23
Mia Schuettler '23
Jerlin Kaithamattam '22
Olivia Dobisz '22
Lissie Coghlan '22
Madeline Green '22
Jill Burke '22
Leishu Qui '22
Brittney Zovko '21
Francesca Lanza '21
Curriculum Highlight

Our curriculum this semester focused on building off our analysts' fundamental company research skills
from the fall semester. Our members were able to attend financial metric & DCF workshops, learn about
different valuation methods, as well as learn the basics of modeling. From there, we were able to dive into
quantitative company analysis and learn how to formulate an investment recommendation. Our
curriculum aims to give members a holistic view of finance and develop the soft and technical skills that
are applicable in any major or career path they choose. Congratulations to all of our members who
completed the research process!
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Boston Networking Trip
On Thursday, January 23rd our chapter had the opportunity to visit Citi Global Markets Inc., JP
Morgan Private Bank, and the Baupost Group in Boston. During our visits, we were able to
learn more about the culture, opportunities, and roles within each company. At each of these
companies, a panel of speakers spoke about company culture and their work experiences,
and members had the chance to ask questions about success in the workplace, career
trajectory, and advice for developing both technical and soft skills during undergraduate
education. In addition, we were able to get insights into the different programs and career
paths within each company. Overall, this was a great day for professional developement,
career discovery, and exploration into the careers and roles possible within finance and
investments.
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Health & Wellness Initatives
On February 3rd, Liz Lacey hosted a workshop on mindfulness for our members. Liz Lacey has over
25 years of business experience in the finance industry, and came to speak to our chapter about
decision making that centers upon feelings and emotions. Liz was able to touch on topics such as
stress management, prioritization, and communication during our session.

SWS leadership was able to attend a new workshop series called "Many Minds," which aims to bring
the Isenberg community together to foster social and emotional intelligence and cultivate inclusion.
The first speaker was Shalini Bahl, PhD who is a UMass Alum and mindfulness coach. During Shalini's
workshop , SWS members were able to grow and cultivate inclusive leadership skills. Our chapter also
hosted Shalini on March 8th, where we were able to cover topics such as perfectionism, confidence,
and stress management.

On May 6th, members of SWS participated in an interactive workshop with Tara Whitney. Tara is a
certified Intuitive eating counselor and transformational coach. Tara is also a UMass and Isenberg
Alum. During this workshop, our members were able to walk through the struggles and challenges
creating a work life balance during quarantine, and focus on creating solutions.
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New York City Networking Trip
From February 5th to 7th, members of the Smart Woman Securities Chapter at UMass Amherst traveled
to New York to visit five different companies and firms including: Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase,
Citibank, Cowen, and RBC. Our girls had the chance to speak and network with employees at these firms,
some of which are alumni of UMass Amherst. Each company had a panel explain their own personal work
experiences as well as their company's culture. This was a great opportunity for members to get an inperson look at some of the potential places they could be pursuing for their internships. The panelists
also answered questions about different roles within their company as well as how they've achieved
success in their careers or how they've worked through certain challenges. This trip was a tremendous
success and allowed each member to expand their network and build relationships with professionals at
each firm by asking meaningful questions and engaging with them on the topics of finance and
investments. We are very grateful to have visited with such passionate alumni and supportive hosts!
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New York City Networking Trip

Goldman Sachs
During our visit to Goldman Sachs, we were
able to visit Umass alumni which included
Ashley Keller, Associate in Private Wealth
Management, Sasha Stedronsky, a Fixed
Income Portfolio Manager and Penelope
Martin, a Strategic Engagements Analyst.
Throughout our visit, we were able to engage
with a group of panelists who discussed their
roles at Goldman Sachs as well as their
transition
to their current positions. Our
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members were able to learn about the various
business lines at Goldman Sachs, as well as
interact and network with alumni and business
professionals.

JPMorgan Chase
At JPMorgan, we were given the opportunity to
hear from different panelists including Reed
Korn, Omer Sander, a UMass alumnus, Claudia
Hueston, Scott Hansen, and Mika VanOpdorp.
We were also able to meet with SWS and UMass
Alumnus Taylor Oddell. The panelists shared
their experiences at JPMorgan and each of their
unique roles and experiences within the
company. The panelists also gave insight on
navigating the workforce, recruiting, and
networking .
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New York City Networking Trip

Citibank
At Citibank, we got to hear from Umass
Alumni Chris Masier, Ozi Sander, Jacob Knoll,
Moureen Karim, and Drew McGeary. They all
shared their experiences with Citibank and
how they achieved their current positions. We
got an insight to the rotational internship
program that Citi has to offer as well as future
career opportunities. To conclude the day, we
were able to take a tour of the state-of-the-art
trading floor, and understand
specific
business lines and their nuances.

Cowen

At Cowen, we sat in on a group of panelists who
shared their experiences both at Cowen as well
as in their undergraduate careers. The panelists
provided an overview of the company culture
and their day to day experiences. We were given
insight into the types of coverage at Cowen
including: Consumer, Healthcare, T&T, Industrial,
and Tech. The analysts were able to speak about
their reasoning behind choosing Investment
Banking and the responsibilities that come with
the role. Leading the discussion was V.P. Jillian
Brooks and Kevin Rollag, Director on the
Consumer Team.
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New York City Networking Trip

Royal Bank of Canada
During our trip to RBC, we had the opportunity to listen to current analysts in Sales and Trading as
well as Investment Banking discuss their transition into the workforce from undergraduate and
their current roles and responsibilities. Members also had the opportunity to get an understanding
of the different business lines within RBC, and learn about oppurtunites for undergraduate
students. Other members of the RBC Capital Markets team such as Russell Miller, Daphne Soloman,
and Aaron Liebhaber, explained their roles at the company as well as gave members the
opportunity to ask questions regarding success in the workplace and the culture at RBC. Both
Daphne and Aaron are Umass Amherst Alumni, and shared their personal experiences and
transition from UMass to working at RBC.
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Beth Gamel from Women for
UMass
On March 2nd, our chapter had the opportunity to
hear Beth Gamel speak about her career in wealth
management. Beth is a UMass Alum, who served on
the Isenberg Leadership Board and UMass- Amherst
Foundation Board. She is a current member of the
Women for UMass steering committee. Beth gave us
insight into her personal journey to becoming a
wealth manager as well as her continued
involvement within Isenberg. Beth started her career
as a schoolteacher but earned a job at the Boston
Consulting Group, which led her to pursue an MBA
at UMass. She then started working at PwC, later
leaving to begin her career in wealth management, a
new field in finance in 1984. Beth is a Managing
Director at Argent Wealth Management, where she
advises wealthy individuals and families.
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Venture Capital Lesson with Professor Charles
Johnson
On February 18th, members from SWS had the opportunity to
listen in on a lesson with Professor Charles Johnson. Following
a 32 year career as a business lawyer in Boston where he
represented about 200 startup and emerging companies as
well as venture capital and private equity firms, Charles
Johnson joined the full time faculty at the Isenberg School of
Management - UMass Amherst. He currently teaches courses
in entrepreneurship and helps to direct the Berthiaume
Center for Entrepreneurship. This was a great learning
experience for all of our members, as we gained insight into
the structure of venture capital. We had the amazing
opportunity to learn from Professor Johnson's experience
working with startups and private equity firms.
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Virtual Markets Discussion
On April 7th, members of Smart Woman
Securities participated in a virtual markets
discussion with Professor Mila Sherman and
Michelle Werth. Michelle is a senior wealth
advisor at Werth Wealth Planning. This
discussion was focused around how COVID-19 is
affecting the economy, and consisted of an
overview of the current state of the U.S.
economy, as well as deep dives into areas
impacted by this volatility. All of our members
were able to learn, discuss, and ask questions
about the current state of the markets and
economy.

Money Matters: Investing in Yourself
On April 28th, Smart Woman Securities collaborated
with the UMass Women of Color Leadership Network
to host the Money Matters: Investing in Yourself event.
The Women of Color Leadership Network (WOCLN)
celebrates and supports the accomplishments and
endeavors of Black/African American, African, Latina,
South American, Chicana, Asian-Pacific Islander, South
Asian, Native American, Middle Eastern, Arab/Arab
American, Caribbean, biracial and multiracial, and all
indigenous women in the Five College region of
Western Massachusetts. During this virtual event,
members learned about personal finance and had the
opportunity to discuss economic opportunities and
impacts as a result of COVID-19.
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Women Of Isenberg Conference
SWS members attended the Women of Isenberg
Conference that took place on February 22nd, in the
Campus Center Auditorium.
The Women of
Isenberg Conference provides an opportunity to
share experiences regarding the challenges
students face in the classroom and challenges faced
as women in the workplace. This conference
included speakers such as Dean Anne Massey, Janie
Kaplan, Denise Andrews, Andrea Desaulniers, and
Sue Keegan, as well as different workshops with
panelists that shared insightful stories about their
careers. These workshops focused on professional
development,
relationship
building,
career
advancing, and how to overcome struggles in the
workplace.
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Loomis Sayles UWIN Information Session
On February 27th, SWS members Olivia Dobisz and Julia Vorobeychik visited Loomis Sayles' and
Company in the Boston office to learn about their Undergraduate Women's Investment Network. The
program was founded by CFA, VP, Credit Research Director Shannon O'Mara in 2015. UWIN has a
mentorship and internship program with the goal being to "inspire, develop and recruit
undergraduate women for investment management careers". Olivia and Julia were able to learn
about each of the programs, as well as hear from current interns during a panel and Q&A. After,
there was a networking session where students were able to meet current Loomis employees.

Jefferies Women in Finance Symposium
Abigail Varney and Tanvi Rane, two of our executive board members, were able to attend the Jefferies
Women in Finance Symposium on February 28th in New York City. Abigail and Tanvi were able to
participate in a day of empowerment, education, and learning while at Jefferies. They participated in
discussions with women from investment banking, research, sales and trading, as well as Jefferies
women’s network (JWIN) . In addition, Abigail and Tanvi were able to see Rich Handler, Jefferies CEO,
present to the group of women. It was a great day that offered an immense amount of insight into a
career in finance at Jefferies.
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BNY Sophomore Summit
Jerlin Kaithamattam, a sophomore on the leadership team, was able to attend BNY Mellon’s
Sophomore summit on February 28th in New York City. Jerlin was one of roughly 25 students
selected to attend the event, where she was able to hear from numerous professionals about their
unique roles within the bank. She participated in discussions with the panel, and learned about BNY’s
Employee Resource Groups (ERG’s). These groups bring awareness to the need for diversity in the
workplace and help empower its members. A few of the panelists were involved in the Women’s
Initiative Network (WIN), which supports the advancement of women at BNY Mellon by offering
professional development opportunities, mentoring and sponsorship, and networking with peers,
clients and the company’s executive leadership. BNY Mellon’s sophomore summit provided its
attendees with a great deal of insight into the different career paths they offer, and shed light on
their commitment to diversity and inclusion.

Tory Burch Embrace Ambition Conference
Sarah Stewart, a senior member of SWS, was able to attend the Tory Burch Foundation’s Embrace
Ambition Summit on March 5th. The number of inspirational women who are shattering gender
norms and pushing the societal boundaries in today’s culture is revolutionary. A few highlights of the
conference include: Halima Aden, American model and first to wear a hijab on the cover of Vogue;
Claudette Colvin, who at 15 yrs old preceded Rosa Parks in the Civil Rights movement; Fashion icon
Diane Von Furstenberg; legendary activist Gloria Steinem and many more powerful women.
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May-June: 5 Week Virtual Series "Making Cents of Finance"
Smart Woman Securities UMass is hosting a 5week virtual series for middle school students and
teens. The purpose of this 5-week interactive
program is to expose young children and teens to
the importance of finance and savings. In this
program we will be introducing students to
fundamental investing and finance, with an
economics and markets lesson.
All students
interested are welcomed to join. Please reach out
to Abigail Varney at arvarney@umass.edu for
meeting details.

What's To Come
This upcoming Fall semester we are excited to be launching our second annual 10-Week Stock Pitch
Seminar Series. This seminar series allows students of all majors to explore the vast field of finance
through personal finance and budgeting lessons, along with introductory lessons on company and
industry research. We are also looking forward to implementing a student mentor program within our
Smart Woman Securities Chapter that allows for younger members to be paired with an older mentor.
In addition, each Stock Pitch Seminar series participant will have the opportunity to join a stock pitch
group and learn the process of picking, analyzing, and pitching a stock. Our Research Team members
and Leadership Board will work closely with stock pitch series participants to guide them through the
introduction, development, and cultivation of the stock pitch at the end of the semester.
This Fall we are excited to be integrating an ESG component to our Stock Pitch Seminar Series and
Research Teams. As an addition to these programs, we will be taking the initiative to educate our
members on the importance and prevalence of sustainable and impact investing, and encourage our
members to implement ESG factors into their investment rationale.
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Member Spotlight
Lissie Coghlan Class of 2022

Olivia Dobisz Class of 2022

"SWS has definitely improved my financial
literacy skills while also building a network
of like-minded individuals. Through SWS, I
have been able to participate in a 10-week
stock pitch series and several networking
trips. I now serves as a co-leader for the
conference prep committee and am
looking forward to the many opportunities
PHOTO BY MARTIN R. SMITH
this
club provides. This upcoming summer
I will be a property operations intern at
AvalonBay Communities in their North
Station office. In addition, I plan on
completing a certificate in both Real Estate
and Business Analytics."

“SWS has taught me the skills needed to
complete stock pitch, and has provided
me with so many opportunities like
speaker
sessions
and
workshops
discussing topics such as venture capital,
private wealth management, and how to
construct a DCF. SWS has also allowed
me to attend networking trips to New
York and Boston where we got to hear
from professionals about their fields in
the industry. This summer, I will be at The
TJX Companies, Inc. at their Framingham,
MA headquarters as a finance intern in
their finance and accounting program.”
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Member Spotlight
Catherine Simonds Class of 2022
"SWS
has
shown
me
true
determination and compassion since I
joined in Spring 2019. I can say
wholeheartedly that I would not be in
the place I am now, entering an
internship this summer at Wellington
Management, without my involvement
in this group. My predecessors have
shown me what it means to lead and
inspire and I hope I can do the same
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We also would like to highlight Cat's
participation in the annual Roland
Berger Case For A Cause competition
to benefit the Make-A-Wish foundation
of Massachusetts and Rhode Island
this past semester.Her team placed
first out of 19 teams after a two part
case analysis and presentation. We are
so proud of Cat, her accomplishments
and contribution to such a worthy
cause!

Britney Zvoko Class of 2021

"I joined SWS because I found that there
was
little
female
empowerment
for
aspiring young women looking to enter
the finance industry within my reach.
SWS is an organization that is composed
of ambitious, intelligent and determined
young women that seeks to uplift and
encourage
each
other
despite
the
challenges we often face as females in
the professional world. By being a
member of this club I have been able to
expand and refine my skillset and find
my passion within the field of finance all
while being supported by a network of
knowledgeable, empowered women. My
time in SWS has been so fulfilling and I
have gained so much confidence in
myself and have loved watching everyone
grow
together
through
their
own
journeys with SWS."
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Placement

We would like to congratulate our members on their internships/full-time opportunities
they will be pursuing this upcoming summer!

Colleen Collins '20
Evelyn Yanyuk '20
Sarah Stewart '20
Julia Vorobeychik '21
Brittney Zovko '21
Pravini Silva '21
Vicky Lin '21
Isabella Floramo '21
Francesca Lanza '21
Catherine Simonds '22
Laura Hannafin '22
Margaret Norton '22
Tanvi Rane '22
Abigail Varney '22
Olivia Dobisz '22
Lissie Coghlan '22
May Huynh '22
Alexandra Daddio '22

Loomis Sayles & Company
BNY Mellon
UBS
Credit Suisse
The Hartford
Wellington Management
Liberty Mutual
Citi
Eaton Vance
Wellington Management
Loomis Sayles & Company
Progress Partners & Girls Who Invest
Fidelity & Girls Who Invest
Fidelity
TJX Companies Inc.
AvalonBay Communities
UTC/Pratt & Whitney
Oaktree Capital Management & Girls
Who Invest Summer Intensive
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President and Founder:
Colleen Collins
Colleen Collins is currently a senior
majoring in finance on the financial analyst
and alternative investments track and
minoring in information technology. On
campus she is the Founder and CEO of
Smart Woman Securities, an analyst in the
Minutemen Fixed Income Fund as well as a
P H O Tambassador
O B Y M A R T I N R . in
S M Ithe
T H Dean’s Office
student
and a campus tour guide. Colleen has
completed two internships at Wellington
Management and will be joining Loomis
Sayles in their Credit Research Training
Program upon graduation this June.
She has achieved so much for the Smart
Woman Securities Chapter here at Umass
Amherst and has consistently been an
exceptional role model for other girls in
their efforts to pursue successful careers.
We are forever grateful for all that Colleen
has done for SWS and we wish her the best
after graduation!
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Senior Spotlight
Evelyn Yanyuk is a senior Finance major. She is a
Founding Team member and former COO of
Smart Woman Securities. Evelyn interned at BNY
Mellon as a Wealth Management Summer
Analyst and also worked with the Digital Strategy
Team. She will be returning to BNY Mellon in
New York City after graduation. As a sophomore
Evelyn was an intern at State Street as a Global
Processing Analyst. This organization has
brought many opportunities and introduced
Evelyn to many students, faculty, and industry
professionals. Aside from SWS, Evelyn served as
Treasurer of Social Entrepreneurship Club. We
are extremely grateful for all of Evelyn’s efforts in
the founding and execution of a successful
Smart Woman Securities chapter launch and
wish her the best after graduation!

Sarah Stewart is a Senior Marketing major. Last
summer Sarah interned at Wellington
Management as a Client Services Intern. The
previous summer she worked at TJX Companies
headquarters. Sarah previously served as Head
Marketing Strategist. Upon graduation, Sarah will
be working at UBS in NYC in the Graduate Talent
Program- Investment Bank Chief Operating
Office. We are so proud of Sarah and all her
accomplishments during SWS, and wish her the
best after graduation!
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Executive Board & Leadership Team
Abigail Varney is a sophomore from
Marshfield, Massachusetts pursuing a
major in Finance and minoring in
Information Technologies and is the CEO of
SWS. She is also a member of the
Commonwealth Honors College. This
upcoming summer she will be interning at
Fidelity Investments on their Real Estate
Debt Securities team. Abigail is currently a
senior analyst in the Minutemen Fixed
Income Fund covering industrials and
utilities, as well as a campus tour guide. In
her free time she enjoys volunteering,
traveling, and playing tennis.

Alexandra Daddio is a sophomore from Norwell,
Massachusetts pursuing a major in Finance and
minoring
in
Economics
and
Information
Technologies and is the CIO of SWS. She is also a
member of the Commonwealth Honors College.
This upcoming summer she will be interning at
Oaktree Capital Management L.P. as part of their
Infrastructure Investing group in New York. She will
also be participating in the Girls Who Invest
Summer Intensive Program at the University of
Pennsylvania. Alexandra is currently a senior
analyst in the Minutemen Equity Fund covering
healthcare. In her free time, she loves to explore
new places, enjoy time with family and friends as
well as take spin classes.
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Julia Vorobeychik is the Chief Research
Officer for Smart Woman Securities. Julia is a
Junior Finance major from Boston, MA. Last
summer she interned at Loomis Sayles in
their Credit Research department under a
Senior Analyst covering the energy sector.
This summer she will be interning at Credit
Suisse in their Debt Capital Markets division.
On campus, she is also the Energy Senior
Analyst in the Minutemen Fixed Income
Fund. In her free time she enjoys spending
time with friends and family, watching
movies, and trying new foods!

Tanvi Rane is a sophomore Finance major in
the Isenberg School of Management at UMass
from Chelmsford, MA. In addition to being the
COO of SWS, Tanvi is a senior analyst in the
Minutemen Fixed Income Fund covering the
retail sector. This past summer she worked with
her local Town Office’s Finance Department
learning about municipal finance. She will be
interning at Fidelity this upcoming summer in
their rotational Diverse Investors Student
Experience Program in Boston while also
completing the Girls Who Invest Online Scholar
Program. In her free time she enjoys practicing
karate, traveling, and gardening.
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Pravini Silva is a junior Finance major and
Information Technology minor from Orlando,
Florida and is the CDO of SWS. She interned at
Wellington Management last summer in Boston in
their IT Client Data Analytics team and she is
returning there this upcoming summer. Pravini
also works in the Diversity & Inclusion Office in the
College of Information & Computer Sciences on
campus and is a violinist in the UMass Symphony
Orchestra. In her free time she likes to volunteer
in the community and is a Mentor in the Big
Brothers Big Sisters Program of Hampshire
County.

Catherine Simonds is a Sophomore pursuing
a degree in Operations and Information
Management and minors in Information
Technology and Natural Resource Economics
and a member of the Commonwealth Honors
College. Catherine serves as the CTO of SWS.
She is looking forward to joining Wellington
Management this summer in their technology
department. Apart from Smart Woman
Securities she works as a Project Analyst in the
Isenberg Undergraduate Consulting Group
and an active member of the Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority. In her free time, Catherine
enjoys concert going, spinning and traveling.
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Annalisa Eramo is a freshman from
Stoneham, Massachusetts pursuing a major in
finance on the financial analyst track. Annalisa
first got involved with SWS last semester and
now serves as co-chair of the marketing
committee on the junior leadership team. Last
semester she participated in the 10 week
stock pitch competition, where she pitched a
buy on Disney with her team members.
Annalisa was selected to participate in the
Minutemen Fixed Income Fund's Womens
Investment Research Education Program
(WIRE), and is now a junior analyst in the
Minutemen Fixed Income Fund covering the
media and telecom sector. In her free time she
loves to take spin classes, bake, and spend
time with family and friends.
Victoria Drejsa is a freshman finance
major from Easthampton, Massachusetts.
Victoria became involved in SWS last
semester and also took part in the 10 week
Stock Pitch Competition. She now serves as
co-chair on the fundraising committee on
the
junior
leadership
team,
and
successfully
completed
the
Spring
Research project for SWS as a member of a
team. On campus she is also a member of
the Club Water Polo Team. In her free time,
she enjoys singing, swimming, and
spending time with family.
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Lissie Coghlan is a sophomore finance major on
the financial analyst track. In addition, she plans to
complete a certificate in both Real Estate and
Business Analytics. This upcoming summer she will
be a property operations intern at AvalonBay
Communities. She has loved being a member of
Smart Woman Securities as it has provided her
with a great network of like-minded individuals and
she is looking forward to leading the conference
prep committee along with Olivia. In her free time
she enjoys being a devoted member and coach of
the UMass Club Swim team.

Olivia Dobisz is a sophomore finance major on
the financial analyst track. Last semester, Olivia
joined Smart Woman Securities to find a smaller
community of girls within Isenberg who have
similar interests, as well as learn more about
finance in general. SWS has allowed Olivia to
build her confidence as a woman in a maledominated industry. She now takes on a
leadership role as conference preparation
committee co-head. This summer, Olivia will be
at The TJX Companies, Inc. at their Framingham,
MA headquarters as a finance intern in their
finance and accounting program. In her free
time, she enjoys hanging out with her friends
and going to spin class at the recreation center.
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Jerlin Kaithamattam is a sophomore from
North Reading, Massachusetts. She is currently
pursuing a dual degree in Finance and Political
Science. Jerlin began her involvement with SWS
in the fall of 2019 when she transferred into the
Isenberg School of Management. She has since
become co-chair of the fundraising committee
on the junior leadership team. In addition to her
involvement with SWS, Jerlin was selected to
participate in the Minutemen Fixed Income
Fund's Womens Investment Research Education
Program (WIRE). She is now a junior analyst in
the fund covering the gaming sector. In her free
time she likes to play soccer, read, and travel.

Mia Schuettler is a freshman from Duxbury,
Massachusetts pursuing a double major in
Finance and German. This summer she will be
obtaining
her
professional-level
German
certificate while studying in Germany. Mia joined
Smart Women Securities this past semester and
now serves as co-chair of the marketing
committee on the junior leadership team. In
addition to being apart of SWS, she is a junior
analyst in the Minutemen Equity Fund covering
the healthcare sector. In her free time she enjoys
traveling in Europe, listening to live music and
spending time with friends outdoors.
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A Special Thank You to our
Advisors & Supporters
Advisors
Thank you to our advisors Professor Mila Getmansky Sherman, Ph.D,
Professor Sanjay Nawalkha, Ph.D, and Lecturer in Finance Jeff Clark for all
the support you have given us this semester to make our ideas come to
life.
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Alumni
Thank you to the WFUM Grant Committee for graciously supporting our
student activities fund. With your generous support we will be able to
grow our club for years to come.
Thank you to the Young Finance Advisory Board of UMass Amherst for
believing in our mission.

We are welcoming any and all support in the form of time, talent, or treasure. If
you would like to donate, please contact current President Abigail Varney at
arvarney@umass.edu and Mila Sherman at msherman@isenberg.umass.edu.

